Why You Are A Wizard
Human beings are born with the powers of a wizard, as a wizard you are a walker between worlds, in
your unconscious dreaming you travel to other realities invoking magic as you do. As babies, Human
Beings bring balance through love and joy to their local environment and with the people who
surround them, unconsciously, without prejudice or judgement.
Later as these human beings (Human=of this Earth, Being=of Spirit) develop and grow they begin to
make conscious choice to bring their natural born abilities to share with the environment they live in
(the land and the people) soon their natural born abilities have to contend with their developing
EGO’s and the responsibilities that human societies thrust upon them, it is at this point that the
Human Being (the blossoming wizard) comes to a crossroads in their development, mind takes over
and aided by the ego begins to lose touch with the natural forces of the universe and becomes
subsumed within the human societies that they live in.
In the modern western world it is rare but not impossible for the Human Being to develop and grow
in a balanced manner, in many case’s the human predominates and the spirit is unconsciously
forgotten, but it never leaves, the magic remains within all people and just needs to be re-kindled.
Without intervention the majority of people naturally re-kindle the magic within as their human
wisdom grows, but for so many it can take a lifetime, for others who are able to keep the young at
heart attitude the magic bubbles within them and becomes expressed at the right moment.
Wayfinder wizards understand through the ageless Philosophy of Wizardry and guided by the laws of
wizardry that there are many paths we as human beings can take, but true happiness comes through
following your Wyrd, by finding this path displays true wisdom. When this path has been rediscovered and is recognised, often, people proclaim themselves as Wizards.

For further information on Modern Wizardry
http://www.artofmodernwizardry.org

